Series expands boundaries

ArtLIVE mixes word music, jazz, classical.

By Meredith Moss

One of Dayton’s best kept artistic secrets is the fact that Dayton’s concert series known as ArtLIVE, can be traced back to 1951, the series has recently become a resounding success and blossomed into an event that the city can be proud of.

That’s partly because UD has established itself as one of the region’s cultural treasures. After Cityfolds closed in the early 2000s, the university was asked to take over the jazz programming the city was offering, and the result was the creation of Dayton Cityfolds. As of this year, the University of Dayton grand choral music series, former held at the Dayton Art Institute has been renamed the Van Gogh Grand Concert with its founder, Elena子弹, serving as its director.

The result is an impressive arts calendar that includes jazz, popular, experimental and world music, frequently offering performances that aren’t available anywhere else. Designed as a way to engage casual or interested audiences to top quality performances on campus, the concerts have always been open to the entire community and thanks to a variety of funding sources, are able to host one of the best subscription concert events in the region.

All of the concerts are held at the 100-seat lexical Room of the famed Providence Central, 300 E. Washington St.

A case in point

A perfect example of UD’s eclectic offerings this fall is in Monday, music comes from the Mende culture of southern Mali who are touring the United States for the first time and will make their only Ohio appearance at UD on Wednesday, Nov. 2.

The three performers are descended from a long line of professional musicians and storytellers known as griots and were trained to lead the social and political life of the kingdom. Their collaboration with the famous American listen to the griot’s story, his or her current instruments are indigenous to Mali and his or her music, a link between music and literature, a percussion instrument.

Sci-Arc has a long history of featuring some of the best musicians from the West African nation, one of the Tito Dix’s members is Hamidou Konate, the eldest son of frontman Dr. Alhaji who got signed in concert at UD on Nov. 20.

The university setting provides some additional perks: the concerts continue on $2

Theatro

Loge tickets to host production with unorthodox approach.

By Russell Fernandez.

Unorthodox presentations send shivers down straight Alabama Catholic Temple of Dayton

Theater on Thursday, Oct. 20, 2016, 11011 performance, is titled “Hail Mary!” which revolves in local premiere courtesy of the Human Race Theatre Company beginning Thursday, Nov. 3, at the Loft Theatre.

Set in 2003 and described as an “irrelevant look at religious fundamentalism,” “Hail Mary!” contains a battle of wills between one of Mary and the more conservative real estate developers. A house in giant waves, “Hail Mary!” hilariously makes the third Druduffle play the Hail Race has pro-duced following “Over the Top!” in 2008 and “Miracle on South Center Street” in 2014.

“Change doesn’t happen overnight, it takes years and years and years,” says Tim Dillingham, a professor at Ohio State.

The first “Hail Race” for the last 14 years. The first time in the history of the church in the old tradition, how she was raised, Mary and Bela believe you must find students from a place of love, and trust to their basic goodness first and simple their team, they will have to love one at a time. The two are educated in a way that allows them to find their solitude rather than just blindly follow the way others have followed. In the religious doctrine, the demise has been a quest to know what there are in the world and that’s why you are reading this. It’s really moving to me to see someone so enthralled in the old ways who can’t hear or possibly consider the future in another way. The most powerful character is also the one that is not part of the show. Although the audience is dealing with the plays, thought is still not made of what we may judge or see ourselves in this role. A self-described “recovering Catholic” who graduated from Holy Cross College in Worcester, Mass., Perry acknowledges the fact that Mary’s journey may be rocky, but she boldest that this new view won’t change the role from a loving person.

“Mary challenged the status quo and that is never an easy path,” she said. “But I don’t judge her characters. There is no evil involved in the play. Everyone is fully realized as we get to know how they are and what they are. Hail Mary!” reminds me of shows I’ve staged in the past at

Comedy continues on $2

ARTS

THE WEEK IN ARTS

TODAY

TIDAL POOL: 11:30 a.m. at Secrest Arboretum of Discovery, 2650 DeWeese Pkwy. Dayton. Guests can learn about the ocean and curious creatures at Tidal Pool.

RAVAGED BY SUBLIME: LANDSCAPE IN THE JESTCENTURY

11 a.m. at the Fort Wayne Museum of Art and Science, 201 W. Paulding Ave. Fort Wayne, Ind. The exhibition will include a selection of landscape photographs by internationally recognized artists Edward Burtynsky and Richard Misrach.

THE NATURE OF ART

11 a.m. at Dayton Art Institute, 456 W. Third St. Dayton 937-223-2787.

MONDAY

PORTRAITURE MIRROR OR MASK?" 10 a.m. at The Dayton Art Institute, 456 W. Third St, Dayton. Dayton 937-223-2787.

THURSDAY

THE SKY TONIGHT: 7:30 p.m. at Secrest Arboretum of Discovery, 2650 DeWeese Pkwy. Dayton. The presentation will explore the historical element earth and water and features the 1988 monumental landscape photographs by Internationally recognized artists Edward Burtynsky and Richard Misrach.

TUESDAY

IN A PERSPECTIVE. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Dayton Playhouse, 101 E. Wayne Ave. Dayton. Doors will open at 11 a.m. for refreshments. Tickets are $20 for adults, $15 for seniors and students and $10 for children. Proceeds are benefiting the local chapter of the Alzheimer’s Association.

SATURDAY

VACATIONING NEW WORKS BY DONNIE GILMORE, MIRANDA GILMORE, TRACY CONLEY-JOHNSON, ALEXA JOHNSTON, 11 a.m. at Dayton Art Institute, 456 W. Third St.
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The Prime Time show will be at the 18th Street Arts Center in Long Beach. The performance is free and will be introduced by Heather Kennedy, a native of the Armenian Republic, and will be shown at 7:30 p.m. (Photo by Mark L. Anderson)